Extensive Benchmark and Survey of Modeling Methods for Scene Background Initialization.
Scene background initialization is the process by which a method tries to recover the background image of a video without foreground objects in it. Having a clear understanding about which approach is more robust and/or more suited to a given scenario is of great interest to many end users or practitioners. The aim of this paper is to provide an extensive survey of scene background initialization methods as well as a novel benchmarking framework. The proposed framework involves several evaluation metrics and state-of-the-art methods, as well as the largest video data set ever made for this purpose. The data set consists of several camera-captured videos that: 1) span categories focused on various background initialization challenges; 2) are obtained with different cameras of different lengths, frame rates, spatial resolutions, lighting conditions, and levels of compression; and 3) contain indoor and outdoor scenes. The wide variety of our data set prevents our analysis from favoring a certain family of background initialization methods over others. Our evaluation framework allows us to quantitatively identify solved and unsolved issues related to scene background initialization. We also identify scenarios for which state-of-the-art methods systematically fail.